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Hydra Rinse, a NSF-certified, AUTOMATED way to
clean your soft serve machine...

It’s EASIER

A Fail-Safe way to clean your machines, leaving your machine
consistently clean every time, unlike manual disassembly

It’s FASTER

Minimal disassembly means you can clean in half the time
Lower labor costs due to shorter cleaning times

It’s BETTER

Naturally-derived cleaning & sanitizing solution, LEXXTM, removes
and prevents milkstone with ease
HR-GES103-1.02-11.20

Pro-Control
An environmentally-friendly process to clean and sanitize your soft serve
machine in half the time it takes to manually clean it and standardizes
the process so it’s ultra clean, every time.
Automated, fail-safe, repeatable process
50% reduction in labor
Reduces bacterial contamination due to user variation
No more lube in the food contact zone
Significant water savings of approximately 50%

Hydra Rinse, LLC
NSF/ANSI 6 - HRF5-0

ElectroFreeze GES 103

Cleaning Frequency Required

Cleaning Cycle
Time

Current Process

Daily

63 min

Hydra Rinse Process

Every 72 Hours

35 min

Projected Savings:

# of
Cleans per Year
365

(~383 hours)

130

(~76 hours)

268 hrs or
28 min or
~53% reduction ~80% reduction

Wandstation

The wandstation allows for quick and easy cleaning of hard to reach
areas with a pre-mixed solution, making light work of dirty work.
Dispenses diluted LEXX at a low flow rate while
maintaining high pressure
No manual mixing of chemical
55’ of Mobility
Standardizes the dispensing to ensure
a safe and effective clean every time
TM

Hydra Rinse, LLC
NSF/ANSI 169 - WSF128-169

LEXX

TM

LEXXTM is part of ProNatural Brand’s line of naturally
derived cleaners and sanitizers that delivers a superior,
professional performance, every time.
Naturally Derived - No Chlorine - No Quats
Exceeds Laboratory Standards in Germ Reduction
Food Contact & Non-Food Contact Surfaces
Controls Slime Buildup & Formation of Mold & Mildew
No Rinsing Required - Non-Corrosive

